
 

 

Tuesday Exiles – Winter 2017/2018 
 

Week Thirty-six 

 

Three weeks to go and Fifty Shades increase their lead at the top to 8 points 

after a 8-0 win against Shambles. Shambles got off to a bright start but were 

undone as John Lester hit 219 for Fifty Shades to take the game. Fifty 

Shades then took the second game and then the third as Sandra Simmonds hit 

seven strikes in a row to finish with 241 and wrap up the match. John finishing 

with 563 – 56 over average and Sandra 628 – 112 over average, in response Mick 

Sutton finished with 501 – 57 over average for Shambles. Second placed Mark 

Ten kept up the pressure on top spot with a 6-2 win over Wipeout, taking the 

first game by 3 pins. Wipeout took the second but Mark Ten took the third and 

the over-all by 14 pins. Generation Gap remain in third after a 6-2 win against 

Just the One! with Just the One! starting the brighter, taking the first game 

by 19 pins. Nick Spivey then hit 212 for Generation Gap to take the second 

game and Generation Gap took the third game to wrap up the match. Nick 

finishing with 552 – 45 over average. 

Phoenix beat We Woz Robbed 8-0 with Claire Spivey hitting form, finishing 

with a seasons best 403 – 84 over average for Phoenix as We Woz Robbed 

struggled. Pair of Crackers beat Trouble and Strike 6-2, Pair of Crackers 

starting on a high as newcomer Hayden Fort hit a personal best 145. Pair of 

Crackers then took the second game with Hayden hitting 142 but Trouble and 

Strike hit back to take the last game by 5 pins. Hayden finishing with a personal 

best 393 and Maggie Tucker finishing with 509 – 35 over average for Pair of 

Crackers.  

 


